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Monday, October 02nd
Unscramble the words below to form sentences
a. I /know /teacher/ about /Yánez /job. /said /what /to / want/ our
b. In the morning, /as fast /my breakfast /I have /as I can.

c. my reflection. /mirror, /look/ I /the/ at /If / I look at

d. but /Mary /studies hard, /was better /Morgan/ in the test. /than him

e. out the way / Norman found / to get good grades.

Tuesday, October 03rd
Correct the mistakes in the story below
A NOTE ABOUT THREE STORIES
Three story in these book takes place in four countries. “Used in Evidence” take place on
Dublin, in Republic of Ireland. This islan of Ireland is to the west of Great Britain and is
divide into two countries: the more large one, Republic of Ireland, is on the soth and it were
part of the United Kingdom of Great Britein and Ireland. Now, its an independent countri. In
the other hand, there is Northem Ireland. This is part of the United Kingdon till today;
Belfast is it’s capital city.

Wednesday, October 04th
Have you ever thought how people predict climate conditions around the
world? Go to YouTube and search “how to predict climate conditions”. Then,
watch some videos gathered and take some notes in your notebook. Those
notes will be used to have a discussion in the classroom.
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Thursday, October 05th
Do you remember when you had a smartphone for the first time? Write a
short composition about how it was and what kind of things you used to do
with it.
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